
Exhibitor (Company name): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The stand equipment can be ordered only with Implementation of the stand. Enter the number of ordered units in the appropriate boxes. 

Raising counter with one shelf 

height 80 cm / height 110 cm

 50 x 50 cm EUR 18

100 x 50 cm EUR 19

100 x 100 cm EUR 21

Counter display case – with one shelf

50 x 50 x height 80 cm   EUR 31

100 x 50 x height 80 cm EUR 37

Glazed display box– 2 glass shelves

50 x 50 x height 250 cm  EUR 43

100 x 50 x height 250 cm  EUR 52

100 x 100 x height 250 cm  EUR 62

extra glas shelf  EUR  4

Three-shelf rack – installed into the stand wall

100 x 50 x height 250 cm EUR 23

Lockable cabinet

80 x 40 x height 80 cm EUR 18

Shelf, brochure holder

wire, wall-mounted brochure holder EUR 8

wire brochure holder („A“ shape) EUR 10

wall-mounted shelf 
100 x 30 cm – horizontal EUR 7

wall-mounted shelf 
100 x 30 cm – tilted EUR 9

Table, chair

square 70 x 120 cm, height 75 cm EUR 12

square 70 x 120 cm, height 75 cm EUR 12

round – Ø 80 cm, height 75 cm EUR 12

round – Ø 60 cm, height 75 cm EUR 12

bar type – Ø 60 cm, height 110 cm EUR 12

chair metal, upholstered EUR 8

bar chair EUR 10

Additional technical equipment

point lighting fitting 100 W EUR 6

halogen spot light 150 W EUR 16

halogen spot light 250 W EUR 20

triple socket EUR 3

Other equipment

hanger – self-standing type EUR 7

hanger – wall-mounted type EUR 7

waste basket  EUR  2

Kitchen equipment

kitchen box with a sink and a water heater  EUR 54

refrigerator 70 l EUR 37
(not including night power supply)

coffee machine (power input 1.5 kW) EUR 8

fast water heating unit (power input 2 kW) EUR 8

cooker (power input 2 kW) EUR 6

    The gastronomic set includes the following items for the number of persons specified: 
cup, saucer, teaspoon, glass for soft drink, wine, beer

for 4 persons EUR 15

for 6 persons EUR 25

for 10 persons  EUR 39

Order of graphic works

Company name on the collar - colour: ________________________  Company logo on the collar – number of logos      

|      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |

In case of your interest in graphic works on perimeter walls of the stand please contact us. Send the specifications to: info@wineprague.com   
The price of the graphic works will be calculated on the basis of the extent of the graphic works. 

All prices are given without VAT.

________________________________________________________  
Date, signature for the Exhibitor/ Exhibitor’s representative, stamp

WINE PRAGUE, 28. - 30. 5. 2019

ORDER EQUIPMENT
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